1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

In surveys, clinical trials and longitudinal studies, complete data are often not available for every subject. There is a very large literature on statistical methods for missing data. These methods, however, depend strongly on the missing-data mechanism and on other distributional and modelling assumptions, and can be very sensitive to them. For this reason, analyses are carried out to check the sensitivity of the parameter estimates to assumptions. See, for example, [@ASV047C35], [@ASV047C19], [@ASV047C33], [@ASV047C9] and [@ASV047C13].

Diagnostic measures such as martingale residuals and Cook\'s distance have been widely used to identify influential observations and to test for model misspecification in survival models ([@ASV047C31]; [@ASV047C27]; [@ASV047C32]; [@ASV047C15]; [@ASV047C16]; [@ASV047C22]; [@ASV047C2]; [@ASV047C25]; [@ASV047C20]; [@ASV047C24]). For instance, [@ASV047C27] applied the local influence method of [@ASV047C7] to the proportional hazards model and derived several useful diagnostics. Martingale residuals have been widely used to construct goodness-of-fit statistics to examine the functional form of a covariate and the proportional hazards assumption ([@ASV047C3]; [@ASV047C32]; [@ASV047C22]). However, to the best of our knowledge, almost no work exists on developing diagnostic measures in the Cox regression model ([@ASV047C10], [@ASV047C11]) with missing covariate data, except for [@ASV047C29].

2.. Cox regression with missing covariates {#s2}
==========================================

2.1.. Model set-up {#s2a}
------------------
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Assumptions 1--5 have been used to establish consistency and asymptotic normality of the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator in a proportional hazards regression model with covariates missing at random ([@ASV047C4]). Assumption 6 is required to establish the asymptotic distributions of the Cramer--von Mises test statistics introduced below. Assumption 7 is needed in order to invoke the central limit theory for sums of independent but not identically distributed stochastic processes ([@ASV047C28]; [@ASV047C34]; [@ASV047C21]). Assumption 8 is required to invoke Ossiander\'s entropy conditions ([@ASV047C26]; [@ASV047C1]). Assumption 9 is needed to establish the asymptotic accuracy of approximating case-deletion measures introduced below.

3.. Diagnostic measures {#s3}
=======================

3.1.. Case-deletion influence measures {#s3a}
--------------------------------------
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A challenging problem is the quantification of the magnitude of these case-deletion measures for detecting influential observations. A common approach is to sort these measures for all observations and then classify observations with larger measures as influential. However, this method may not identify truly influential observations, and it does not reveal why an observation is influential. To address this issue, we introduce a detection probability of being influential for each observation and for any case-deletion measure. The key idea is to measure the standardized influential level of each observation for a case-deletion measure under the assumption that ([1](#ASV047M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is the true data generator. We compute the detection probabilities of all observations based on the fitted model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.2.. Residuals {#s3b}
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We study several properties of the proposed conditional martingale residuals and score residuals. Through a better understanding of the properties of these residuals, we can develop both formal and informal diagnostic tools to examine the adequacy of the Cox regression model with missing covariates. Theorem 2*Suppose that Assumption 3 holds. Then:* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.3.. Conditional residual process without incorporating missing data {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We use the conditional martingale residuals to develop test statistics to check model assumptions in the Cox regression model with missing covariates. These statistics are designed to test the null hypothesis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.4.. Conditional residual process incorporating missing data {#s3d}
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Following [@ASV047C37], we can establish the asymptotic distributions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on the results in Corollary 2, we can also develop a resampling method to approximate the null distribution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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4.. Simulation studies {#s4}
======================

4.1.. Case-deletion measures and martingale residuals {#s4a}
-----------------------------------------------------
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We investigate the performance of different diagnostic measures on the simulated datasets. Two outliers are introduced into each simulated dataset. In the first dataset, we perturbed the 41st observation by adding $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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4.2.. Cramer--von Mises goodness-of-fit test statistics {#s4b}
-------------------------------------------------------

The goal of this simulation is to assess the empirical performance of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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5.. Analysis of lung cancer data {#s5}
================================

We analyse data from a Phase III advanced non-small-cell lung cancer clinical trial conducted at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ([@ASV047C30]). The goal of this trial was to compare a defined duration of therapy with continuous therapy followed by second-line therapy in order to determine the optimal duration of therapy for non-small-cell lung cancer patients. The study involved $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [1](#ASV047F1){ref-type="fig"} plots the detection probabilities of selected diagnostic measures under the missing-at-random and missing-not-at-random models. Additional results are shown in the [Supplementary Material](http://biomet.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biomet/asv047/-/DC1). The purpose of plotting the detection probabilities corresponding to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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